
  
 
          INT. TRAIN - DAY
 

Larry boards the train, seats himself in a lounge car and
studies some papers he's pulled from his briefcase. He sees
a shadow fall over him.
 
Larry is dressed conservatively. He could be an investment banker or a 
network executive.

 
                              LARRY
                    I'm sorry but this is a private ...
                    hello Corinne.
 

  Larry's estranged wife, Corinne Deschamps Anderson, is a
  vision in a red dress. She is framed by sunlight streaming
  through the train window.

 
                              CORINNE
                    I know it’s a private car. But I
                    had no trouble persuading the
                    conductor that a private car didn’t
                    exclude your wife.
 
                              LARRY
                    Estranged wife. Corinne, you’ve
                    caught me by surprise. I thought
                    you were still in New York.
 
                              CORINNE
                    Larry, the last time you were
                    caught by surprise was when your
                    third-grade crush said she wouldn’t
                    kiss you on the playground.
  
                              LARRY
                     Too true. And I’ll wager the
                    little minx has spent every day
                    regretting that move.
 
                              CORINNE
                    That would explain why we get a
                    Christmas card from her every year.



 
                              LARRY
                    Speaking of regrets, I am
                    rethinking that last argument we
                    had. I was in the right, of course,
                    but I shouldn’t have pressed the
                    issue. I know how committed you are
                    to animal rights. And I didn’t have
                    to have the veal. Of course, you
                    didn’t have to have a cow because
                    of it.
 
                              CORINNE
                    You have a passion for the fight.
                    But so little investment in the
                    outcome.
 
                              LARRY
                    And you tracked me across the
                    continent like a bloodhound to tell
                    me that? Corinne, I expected better
                    use of your time. Aren’t there
                    starving puppies in the Sudan to be
                    rescued? By the way, you look
                    breathtaking.
 
                              CORINNE
                    You know damned well why I tracked
                    you down.
 
                              LARRY
                    The papers?
 
                              CORINNE
                    You haven't signed them. The
                    deadline is tomorrow. And if they
                    aren't filed we will have to
                    through this whole process again.
 
 

The train begins to move.
  
                              LARRY
                    Would it be so bad to go pick up



                    the fight again? It gets our blood
                    boiling. But it appears as if we
                    have a full trip ahead of us to
                    discuss that possibility, among
                    other more pleasurable things.There
                    are so many romantic nooks on a
                    train where two people can put
                    their heads together, very close
                    together.
 
                              CORINNE
                    Three.
 
                              LARRY
                    Surely there are more than that. I
                    can see five nooks from here.
 
                              CORINNE
                    Three people.
 

Isaac enters the lounge car. He is fashionable and modern
compared to Larry's conservative clothing.

 
                              ISAAC
                    All the luggage is stowed, darling.
 
                              CORINNE
                    Thank you, dear. Larry, this is
                    Isaac. Isaac, this is my estranged
                    and stubborn soon-to-be-former
                    husband.
 
                              ISAAC
                    Such a grand title.
 
                              LARRY
                    What can I say, I'm a grand man.
 
                              ISAAC
                    Corinne has spoken often of your,
                    how does she put it, grandstanding.
 
                              LARRY
                    That's why she's my beauty queen --



                    Miss Representer.
 

There is an awkward silence for several seconds.
  
                              ISAAC
                    I am told you are going to Lyon to
                    organize a protest. What is this
                    about? And whose side are you on,
                    Larry?
 
                              CORINNE
                    Larry is always on the side making
                    the headlines, isn't that right
                    dear?
 
                              LARRY
                    I am on the side of the people who
                    want to preserve the vanishing
                    European mink.
 
                              ISAAC
                    And who could be against preserving
                    a tiny woodland creature?
 
                              LARRY
                    A strange set of bedfellows,
                    actually. It seems the Euromink is
                    threatened by farmers, for obvious
                    reasons, and by anti-fur activists.
                    They have cunningly intoduced male
                    American minks into the countryside
                    and, poof, the Eurominks disappear.
 
                              ISAAC
                    Why would this be so? And why males
                    only?
 
                              CORINNE
                    Becaus the male American mink is an
                    oversexed animal that will dive on
                    the first female he sees. The
                    problem is that the American minks
                    mate with the European females
                    early but the offspring aren't



                    viable. So a whole breeding season
                    is lost.
 
                              ISAAC
                    Ingenious, no?
 
                              CORINNE
                    You could say that the male
                    American mink is not that much
                    different from the male American
                    human.
  
                              ISAAC
                    So who is for the mink?
 
                              LARRY
                    Another odd combination of
                    conservationists and furriers. And,
                    of course, me.
 
                              CORINNE
                    Thanks to a generous gift from the
                    furriers, no doubt.
 
                              ISAAC
                    Yes, I can see you are quite
                    familiar with strange bedfellows,
                    Larry.
 


